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Executive Summary
“If you don’t have broadband in a rural area by now, maybe it’s time to
rely on somebody other than a telephone company,” Jonathan
Chambers, chief of the FCC’s Office of Strategic Planning and Policy
Analysis, stated. “Cable providers aren’t building out in rural areas.”
And lest there be any confusion about how you should respond to this
sobering news, Chambers went on to say about telcos, “They make more
money in wireless than they will building out fiber to rural areas. It’s
their decision and an appropriate decision for them. But that doesn’t
mean that people in rural areas ought to just live with whatever gets
deployed to them.” You can amend that to add “urban and suburban
areas” because some of them get less than ideal Internet service too.
In quite a few communities, money – or the lack of it – is the reason
given as to why they haven’t joined the ranks of Chattanooga, TN, Santa
Monica, CA and the 400 or so cities, towns and counties that have
publicly-owned broadband networks. Sadly, funding is not always the
barrier that some people assume it is.
In reality, a real barrier can be the lack of creativity. When it comes to
high-speed Internet networks, some communities have blinders on
whenever stakeholders discuss money. They focus on the usual suspects
– bonds, loans, capital funds, Google Fiber. When they exhaust those
possibilities and come up empty, people throw in the towel and shelve
the conversation.
This Community Broadband Snapshot Report is for people comfortable
with thinking outside the box, and communities willing to do serious
work to reach their goal of broadband independence. This report doesn’t
show you new ways to raise money, it shows different ways to raise
money that have been done, just not so much when it comes to raising
money for broadband.
This report helps you ask the right question to determine what kinds of
solutions broadband can deliver that those with money will pay someone
to implement. The amounts that you actually raise from each funding
source may not cover the entire build-out. You have to be adept at
developing a logical fundraising game plan.
At this stage of the game, don’t get hung up on the viability of these
various ideas the report presents. Just write down whatever solutions
come to your mind that someone, or several someones, might fund.
These ideas are conversation starters, idea generators. There truly is no
such thing as a bad idea. After you let the unbridled creativity roam free
for a while, rein it in, flesh it out and prioritize those solutions according
to which ones you believe can inspire the most amount of funds.

Finding the hidden money for broadband
Many a plan for building a community broadband network has been
hung up on the shoals of financial uncertainty. However, there’s actually
much more money available for broadband than many communities
realize.
Typically, local businesspeople, educators or a visionary political leader
start agitating at city council meetings, saying that the town should have
its own broadband, just like Chattanooga. Citizens get excited as they
recognize the possibilities. Then someone asks, “How can we afford it?”
People discuss passing a bond measure, but these aren’t popular
everywhere. Traditional loans are another possibility, but these may not
be popular, either. Finding a Google Fiber to fund and own the network
entirely has a lot of cachet – except for such nagging issues as
communities’ lack of say in key decisions (such as where do the profits
go). A public-private partnership (PPPs) is only as good for the
community as the city attorneys who craft the deal. Federal grants offer
hope, but there isn’t enough broadband money to go around.
Cast a wide net when hunting for funding
Communities need to step back and consider the problem from different
angles. Rather than limiting themselves to the usual funding sources and
then despairing when these sources don’t work out, they should cast
their nets wider, looking beyond the institutions and partners that aim to
fund broadband networks. They need to find people who pay for results,
not for technology. These funders may not know the difference between
a gigabit and a giraffe.
The U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) is not in the business of
funding broadband networks. It is, however, in the business of helping
cities build, manage, use and maintain better streets and freeways. Bring
them plans to better use streets and freeways, and DOT will listen.
The city of Columbus, Ohio, got a grant from DOT for almost $8 million
to replace its aging, proprietary traffic signal systems with a more
flexible system built on the backbone of fiber optic cable and wireless
communications technologies. The city contributed $750,000.
Subsequently, the city’s IT department now has fiber running to every
traffic light in the city – fiber it couldn’t otherwise have afforded. Besides
having the Cadillac of traffic management systems, the city can now
invite competitive providers to use the city’s fiber to offer broadband to
homes and businesses.
Communities that build broadband networks do so to solve specific
problems. Cast your net wide to identify government agencies,
nonprofits, foundations, local businesses with spare capital, wealthy
individuals and others that have available funds to help solve some of
those problems. Bits, bytes, conduits and fiber wires are just concepts. A
lot of funding organizations don’t care what the technology does; all they
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care about is whether it answers the need – and whose name is on the
check they’re about to write.
Raising all the funding you need from a single entity creates less
heartburn, but it is unlikely to occur. A community must be adept at
developing a logical fund-raising game plan because you’re likely going
to need to assemble several sources of funding. Columbus has been
executing its broadband plan in stages funded by different sources since
2008.
Suppose a city has a large Spanish-speaking population that is not
currently using the Internet in large numbers. One approach might be
for it to formulate a five-year research trial to definitively demonstrate
that high-tech adoption affects employment in Spanish-speaking
populations. It could include in the proposal a budget for building a
network that covers the Latino population and a control group, and then
present this research proposal to foundations that focus on advancing
employment for Latino youth.
Getting the research grant funded will enable the city to pay for a
portion of its network and may make additional grant funds easier to
obtain. Financial institutions, too, are more inclined to make loans when
recipients have several sources such foundations to bring to the table.
The needs assessment process helps cities identify groups of
constituents that want or need services or applications, determine how
many of them there are and where they are located. To build a network
for delivering the desired solutions, a community must raise its own
funds, find lenders, find investors or some combination thereof. The
fund-raising game plan is about finding the lenders and investors. First,
the needs assessment.

Identifying broadband needs key to success
It is deceptively easy to create a fundraising game plan for broadband if
you do an effective needs analysis. The hard (creative) work comes once
you inventory your community’s needs and figure out what entities will
give you money for meeting those particular needs. But first, what
comprises a needs assessment?
If you treat community broadband as a business, with high-speed
Internet connectivity as the primary product, you have to determine who
wants or needs this product so badly they’re willing to pay to have it.
The needs assessment process, therefore, is all about identifying what
kinds of people want the network and its service, how many of them are
there and where they are located.
In order to build the network infrastructure that addresses the various
constituencies needs, you have to fund these yourself, find some
lenders, find investors or some combination thereof. The fundraising
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game plan is about finding the lenders and the investors. But first, the
needs assessment.
Executing a good needs assessment
If you are reading this report, then at the very least informal groups and
individuals already are expressing some level of need for a broadband
network. The needs assessment moves this along from informal
discussions into a collection of statements and questions from various
parts of the community expressing specific needs and presumed benefits
for a high-speed network.
To set the stage for the broad-based information-gathering phase, a
self-described local broadband champion or a city-appointed leader of
the effort should conduct telephone and in-person interviews with a
number of leaders from within key stakeholder groups. Identify people
who have a vested interest in the success of a broadband network,
including:
!

managers of the city and county economic development agencies;

!

a senior member of the chamber of commerce

!

leaders (CEO, COO) of two or three of the largest companies;

!

commercial real estate agents;

!

local government officials and administrators;

!

a representative from a medical facility or a healthcare agency; and

!

an administrator from the school district.

Schedule enough time to be able to ask questions that allow you to
develop the initial sketch on the state of broadband in your community,
that you later fill in with the primary portrait of the town and how it will
be transform by meeting its needs. Some of those questions are:
!

what broadband resources (Internet infrastructure and services) are
in place now, as well as resources that can facilitate much of the city
shifting to a digital economy;

!

do these resources adequately meet the current needs of various
constituent groups;

!

are there things that constituents would like to do but the current
broadband capability holds them back;

!

what are the future needs of those constituents who are likely to use
broadband to produce economic, educational and healthcare benefits;

!

what are the potential financial or economic impact for respective
constituents and organizations if their broadband was able to meet
the needs identified; and

!

technology options that make sense relative to the short- and longterm needs (e.g. wireless, fiber, cable).
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This is when you want to begin to build your database of potential
lenders and investors. As you start to gather information on the various
needs of your community, you get an idea of how extensive your
network has to be, and what type of technologies your network requires.
This impacts the amount of your funding goals. As you discuss your
needs with the different community members, many of them should be
able to give you names of some particular entities you should target for
fundraising efforts.
With the advent of SiFi Networks, Google and several other companies
that are forming PPPs as a way to make broadband networks affordable
for communities, questions arise as to where these organizations fit in
the financing strategy. Easy answer is that a good PPP requires a great
deal of work, effort and to a certain extent the sacrificing of a certain
level of autonomy on the part of the community. Conversely, the
community does know where its sole source of financing will originate.
“The main delaying factor we see today is that PPPs for the last mile
broadband sector haven’t been done on a large scale in the USA, and so
there is hesitation at entering into what is perceived as a new area,”
states Ben Bawtree-Jobson, CEO of SiFi. “That being said, the PPP
structures being proposed by ourselves and competitors are not new at
all. What’s needed is an education of the market. As more networks are
built and comparable data is available, we’ll see a proliferation of
networks across the US and more financing options becoming available.”
It could be that PPPs become a dominant option for communities. What
this report and my book, Building the Gigabit City, both advocate is that
communities have must have options because communities are different.
One size does not fit all. PPPs are such a potentially significant part of
the financing landscape I will address this topic in a separate report.
Bawtree-Jobson highlighted that the issue of interest rates may become
a factor in communities’ financing strategies. “One potential difficulty will
be any increase in federal rates of interest having a direct impact on the
cost of borrowing for municipal broadband builds via traditional
municipal capital markets. The prime time to act is now, with huge
demand for real assets to invest in and an undersupply of investmentgrade infrastructure projects in the market.”
Gathering constituent data
Next comes the effort to fill in the sketch. You want to gather as much
useful data from as many constituents as possible. Similar to the
feedback gathered from the key stakeholders, the primary questions you
want general constituents to answer are: 1) what kind of broadband
service do they have currently, 2) are these services meeting their
needs, 3) what would they do with better broadband and 4) what do
they expect of broadband in three-to-five years. How will meeting these
needs impact constituents quantitatively and qualitatively?
Knowing how much people are willing to spend for broadband is another
important question. There can be a significant gap between how much
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people say they are willing to pay versus how much they will actually pay
when the network is actually launched.
The most economical and effective way to gather this needed data is to
set up an online survey that individuals and businesses can complete on
the Web or via e-mail within a specified period. To include constituents
without access, recruit public institutions such as libraries and
government offices and several business establishments to provide
computer access for individuals to drop in and use. Tap newspapers,
radio and TV to both spread the word and help facilitate constituents
completing complete surveys.
To give the survey a sense of significant importance and greater
urgency, I recommend two or three two-hour “town hall” style meetings
that are open to all citizens. I recommend also conducting focus groups
and workshops for key representatives from various constituencies such
as local government, different neighborhoods, education, senior citizens,
medical facilities and so forth.
Every opportunity to meet with constituents, you should end a discussion
with a question about which entity or individual could potentially make
funds available to help build the network. You never know from where a
great idea will spring.
While conducting town hall meetings and surveys, reach out to potential
marketing partners for the project. These can be large businesses,
colleges or nonprofit organizations that are willing to help drive
broadband adoption by offering special services, business opportunities
or other benefits that draw subscribers to the network. For example,
local banks or credit unions may want to offer special services to
network subscribers who open accounts online. Partners can represent
indirect revenue by the subscribers they draw to the network, or they
could be investors in the network.
Some of these partners may be based in other parts of the state, but
nevertheless see value in having ties to your broadband infrastructure.
The broadband project team has ultimate responsibilities in gathering
and sorting out potential funders and investors. But contributing to be
list of potential money sources should be everyone’s responsibility in the
community.

The Fundraising Game Plan
Once you get the needs assessment done you should have a clearer
picture of how to improve your community as well as better understand
what it will cost to make your dream a reality. An assessment report
should have details on infrastructure, technology, and policy
recommendations. It also should have supporting documentation from
the constituent surveys, which will have a significant impact on your
ability to raise money for the network.
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A typical report has a vision statement to unify and motivate
stakeholders and potential users. Ideally, a potent vision statement will
also inspire potential network funders. The report should include an
overview of the main applications the city should expect individuals,
businesses and organizations to run over the networks (e.g. education,
video conferencing and related systems, VOIP, data warehousing), as
well as subsequent benefits of these applications. Funders want to know
that their money is going to impact significant outcomes.
Although potential funders may not have a deep understanding of the
technologies involved, they still want assurances the technologies you’re
using are sufficient to address the current and future needs of your
community. Lenders in particular want to feel comfortable that the
estimated infrastructure build-out costs are accurate, and that your
business model is built on reality. Potential funders want confidence that
the project team, your partners and vendors are competent to run the
network successfully.
As you get your ducks in a row, it’s time to let the creative juices flow. I
tell audiences the logical business case for broadband that works focuses
on four categories of use: improving local government operations,
boosting economic development, transforming education, and improving
healthcare delivery.
The first category obviously resonates within government circles, though
the public may not be aware of this benefit. Broadband as an economic
development tool is becoming an increasingly easy image to sell because
so many journalists and the federal government are reinforcing the
image. Broadband-assisted education and healthcare are viewed in some
circles has just another side of the economic development game.
However, the impact of both of these is substantial enough that each
deserves its own place within the broadband plan.
As you walk through each of your categories and identify major impacts
that broadband may have, ask the question: Who has an interest in
seeing that objective come to fruition? You may find a nonprofit that
does not have an interest in broadband, but it has a most definite
interest in transforming education in underserved communities. A
foundation may have significant funding for programs that reverse
offshoring with building particular manufactured goods in the US. You
may have nine funding programs interested in your network. Or maybe
there are only two, but together they can pay for the entire network.
What follows are some key questions about certain outcomes of bringing
high-speed Internet access to town. This isn’t a cookie-cutter approach,
it’s a way to stretch your imagination and that of the people around you.
Let the Force be with you.
Show me the money – six ways
Every year I survey members of the International Economic
Development Council (IEDC) about broadband’s benefits. I break down
six categories in which there are ways which you can justify cost on the
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front end of building a network, and measuring the results on the other
end. These areas are:
!

attracting new companies and organizations to your community;

!

making current businesses more competitive;

!

reviving depressed business districts;

!

increasing home-based businesses;

!

improving personal economic situations; and

!

reviving distressed or depressed residential communities.

They are meant to be neither an exhaustive list of economic benefits nor
an academic exercise in economics. It does help, however, to have neat
categories within economic development in which certain concepts are
spelled out or defined, goals are established and work tasks are
assigned. When it comes to economic development outcomes that
foundations, corporations, associations and public agencies will fund,
these are effective categories.
Attracting companies to town
Start by asking which targeted entities have a vested interest in
attracting businesses to town. Be sure that these entities can clearly see
the link between broadband and more companies making the decision to
move into the area. As part of your needs assessment, consider
including formal or informal surveys to a sampling of companies in the
type of industries you are likely to draw. Be sure to research factors
about your community that will entice or repel target companies.
Here are a few potential entities that may fund broadband as a way to
attract new companies to town.
Large local businesses
Almost every company is concerned about the economic health of their
community and subsequently, technology that will help themselves and
others prosper is likely to be a hit. Over a decade ago, the city
government of Fredericton, New Brunswick in Canada along with 12
businesses collectively formed a co-op and funded their city’s network.
Eventually more local businesses joined their co-op and they
subsequently continue to build out and improve the network
infrastructure.
Chambers of commerce
As a representative association of businesses within communities, it is
logical to assume that these organizations would like to take a lead in
organizing a co-op or similar organization that can fund a network. At
the very least, chambers can fund needs assessment projects or other
business consulting services, contribute to engineering design and
planning, and spearhead fundraising drives. One word of caution,
though: Many of the large incumbent cable companies and ISPs are
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rarely in support of actions that will result in competition from
community and co-op networks, so they could prove to be a force
working against chambers’ efforts, particularly if they are already
chamber members.
Development agencies
The specifics differ from state to state, but cities’ development agencies
are tasked with organizing, and some cases funding, projects that result
in improved economic development. It could be a little bit difficult
getting funding depending on local and state political conditions.
Nevertheless, consider these high on your list of entities to recruit for the
cause. It may be that a development agency funds only a portion of the
build out costs. However seeing their name on your list of funders will
inspire other organizations and businesses to join the campaign.
Local, regional associations
A number of associations can be catalysts for fundraising efforts. The
Minnesota High Tech Association is an innovation and technology
association united in fueling Minnesota’s prosperity. They bring together
the people of Minnesota’s technology ecosystem and lead the charge in
directing tech issues to state capitol. For a number of years, the Iowa
Association of Municipal Utilities had a staff person who helped public
utilities navigate some of the early stages of putting a broadband
planning into place with the hopes of driving economic development.
State, county economic development agencies
I’m willing to bet there isn’t a state in the Union that doesn’t have at
least two or three economic development agencies crafting plans to
facilitate broadband networks, if not actually funding them. As more
cities such as Chattanooga and Kansas City roll out significant economic
development stories, the more pressure (gigabit envy) agencies are
under to follow suit.
For example, the Appalachian Regional Commission, a cross-state
regional economic development agency, has a grant program that
represents a partnership of federal, state, and local governments. This
program awards grants to projects that create jobs and improve
infrastructure, enabling the people of Appalachia to compete in a global
economy. These grants include funds that may be used to improve
broadband access, for workforce development as well as distance
learning, telehealth/telemedicine, e-government, and e-business
applications.
Besides facilitating network funding, these agencies are good at getting
private sector and nonprofit organizations working together to fund
broadband adoption.
Four-year and communities colleges, universities
When you are fortunate enough to have a good-size college or university
in your area, you may have the opportunity to partner with them to
expand some of their wired and wireless infrastructure around the
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campus areas. On the business side, broadband infrastructure is
technology on which incubators, technology accelerators, and gardenvariety entrepreneurs thrive. A great broadband driven ecosystem can be
created that benefits colleges by attracting entrepreneurs from all over
the country, which Chattanooga and Kansas City have proven.
Making current local companies more successful
A lot of times when you read articles about broadband and economic
development, it’s usually from the perspective of the network attracting
new companies and a lot of jobs. I strongly believe that in the short run
at least, broadband networks will have the greater impact on current
businesses, not attracting new businesses to town.
Some small towns are as big as they want to be and there’s no interest
in attracting new companies. Sebewaing, MI, is one of those towns.
Their public utility, Sebewaing Light and Water (SLW), feels that theirs is
a developed community and they feel they have everything they need in
terms of businesses. Building a network, however, retains companies
that otherwise would move away.
Most communities that have built their own network had a line waiting
around block for services. WiredWest, a regional network in Western
Massachusetts, has numerous businesses that have paid their first
month’s deposit even though the network won’t be built until 2016.
Longmont, CO can barely keep up with business demand for their gigabit
network. As soon Three Lakes, WI completed their network, several
businesses begin using it, including one dentist practice that expanded
and opened several offices within Three Lakes that are all linked via
broadband.
It’s more exciting to talk about bringing a FedEx distribution Center or an
Apple repair warehouse than Bob & Susy’s Down Home Bakery. Folks
can be star-struck at the prospect of a national company putting their
city on the map. However, it takes a while to close the big deals, plus
some communities give up so much to get the deal closed that it’s a
question whether a town is better off.
Valu-Net is an ISP in Emporia, KS founded by four friends who had
worked in a telecom company. One of the founders, Steve Tidwell,
stated that, “Our hope is that the network becomes an economic
development tool. However, we don’t see it bringing in big companies
with 100 high tech jobs at a time, but small businesses or branch offices
that bring in six to 10 jobs. These are good jobs with good pay. We’d
rather have five or 10 of those kinds of businesses because these are
going to grow.”
Even though some of the same entities cited previously also can be your
potential funders for a network that’s focused on existing local
companies, the pitch may have to be tweaked a little. Let results from
your needs assessment guide you in structuring your recruiting pitch for
funders.
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Chambers of commerce
Chambers can have the same roles as presented in the previous section.
Large national businesses
Some broadband advocates tend to look at large companies just as
primary revenue for the network. But what if a community recruits a
large company to partially fund the network because the company wants
to create an ecosystem to support its business? “High-tech companies
attract other technology companies and service firms,” said Corrie
Teague, with Danville, VA’s Office of Economic Development. IKEA also
set up shop in Danville with a manufacturing facility, which in turn
throws some amount of business to local companies. Danville’s public
utility paid for the network, but you can imagine a scenario in which
other cities make the pitch to a national company for supporting some of
the network.
Certain entities might consider a one-off broadband project. Three
counties in upstate New York wanted a backbone of fiber-optic cable
that businesses could use to tap-in to the global economy. Corning,
Incorporated, a manufacturer of high tech glass, came though for the
community, picking up $10 million of the project's $12 million tab. "We
saw this as an investment not only in the community's future but in the
company’s future," said Dan Collins, a spokesperson for the company.
Collins says backing something that helps Corning-the-company and
Corning-the-town was a no brainer, especially since the company
employs about a fifth of its surrounding community.
Bob Whitman, VP of Market Development for Corning added, “this was a
good decision that made a lot of sense for that particular community.
Other cities need to determine if there are companies willing to enter
into similar arrangement. We’ve seen several communities initially plan
on building their own network, but change direction when a business
shows interest in helping with the funding.”
When we talk about large national companies being involved with
supporting broadband networks, this is where you get into arrangements
such as those funded by companies like SiFi Networks. Communities
need to have a good idea how bond deals can or cannot make sense
because they can be a big part of PPPs.
“Many of the communities we are working in have little difficulty in
raising bonds to fund projects, the difficulty for them lies in creating a
sustainable business plan and balancing the risk/reward profile to make
the network an attractive proposition,” says Bawtree-Jobson. “A
broadband project has many unknown factors, and some communities
don’t have the resources to manage or evaluate them with confidence.
Furthermore, typical bond funding structures place all of the debt on the
city and front-load interest payments that make it a very challenging
business case.”
Mid-size local businesses
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Consider those companies that have a long-term relationship with the
community. They may not have the resources to fund an entire network,
but they can support coverage in key parts of the city.
This “we win, the community wins” philosophy is showcased in San
Leandro, CA. Pat Kennedy, CEO of San Leandro technology company
OSIsoft, says his company needs gigabit speed to continue to grow and
compete effectively. Kennedy feels that, as a longtime resident, property
owner and successful business in the city, he should give something
back to the city. Lit San Leandro is his investment that helped build a
nine-mile fiber network throughout San Leandro.
Homegrown CLEC
Valu-Net became a telephone company, or technically, a Competitive
Local Exchange Carrier (CLEC). Valu-Net then pursued a small number of
large-sum investors rather that hundreds of people willing to make small
investments ($2,000-$3,000) because investor relations are easier to
manage. The founders put up $500,000 themselves.
Valu-Net asked their initial investors, many of whom lived in or right
around Emporia, KS, for at least $50,000. They raised $6.8 million and
shut off investments before they became oversubscribed. The founders
own 35% of the company while investors have rest. “We were surprised
by the people who put money in who you wouldn’t expect to have this
much to invest,” comments Tidwell. “There were small business owners,
farmers who’d done well. Mostly average people who invested because
they believe in the founders and believe that it eventually helps the
community.”
Joe Crookham from Oskaloosa, IA built a fortune with Musco Lighting,
which manufacturers lights for stadiums worldwide. When he could not
get the local ISP to provide the Internet services his company needed,
he laid in his own fiber infrastructure. When other local businesses and
residential customers asked about Internet and voice services, his
management team felt it made business sense to serve the community
with communications services. Thus Mahaska Communication Group
(MCG) was born. In 2015, they started offering gigabit service to
Oskaloosa and Indianola, IA. Sometimes, all you have to do is ask.
State, regional and local economic development agencies
For an economic development agency, it may not matter whether
broadband is being used to attract new companies or make current
companies more profitable, so they’re listed in this category. If an
agency has the financial resources for grant, it’s worth it for communities
to pursue them.
Every state should have a primary economic development matchmaking
service such as Colorado has. The Governor’s Office of Information
Technology (OIT) empowers the Colorado communities with flexible
technology that will drive sustainable and intelligent business decisions.
In OIT’s 2015/2016 fiscal year game plan, there’s a goal to raise $50
million in grant funding to support broadband infrastructure projects
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throughout the state. To achieve the goal, OIT will partner with,
coordinate and motivate a statewide network of local economic
developers, municipalities, businesses and nonprofits.
Community foundations
There are over 700 established community foundations covering about
75% of the United States, with a high concentration in Midwestern
states. These nonprofit organizations originated 100 years ago when
wealthy residents set aside portions of their fortunes to help their
communities execute economic development and related projects. As an
increasing number of foundations understand that broadband can
improve local economies, they’ve increased their interest in the
technology. If there are any foundations in your state, make sure they’re
a part of your needs assessment process.
The Steuben County (IN) Community Foundation created an enabling
organization called iMAN to build a dark fiber network in 2003. iMAN
sells access to businesses that contract with ISPs to light the fiber and
buy Internet services. CEO Bill Geiger states, “this has always been a
needs-driven build-out, beginning with the City of Angola that paid
$150,000 to build a fiber network to connect city government offices and
departments.”
Today iMAN’s network covers 75 miles and generates $80,000/year. As a
nonprofit, iMAN does not have to repay the donations it raises for capital
expenditures (CapEx). Dark fiber rates subsequently are kept affordable,
which drives up institutional and business subscribers. Donations and
subscription fees continually drive network expansion. ISPs carry the
costs – and reap the profits – from selling end-user services, also at
affordable rates.
Reviving distressed business and residential neighborhoods
Many of the tactics discussed in the previous sections can still apply if
you have a broadband-driven projects that impacts only sections of a
city. You can obviously scale back the amount you’re trying to raise, but
the needs, the business case and the creativity required are the same.
Your efforts to fundraise for what I call “limited-reach” networks also
allow you compile a directory of financial supporters that you can tap
again should you decide to build broadband infrastructure over the entire
community.
State and regional agencies
Some communities and economic development agencies only focus on
getting businesses on high-speed networks because their view is that
residential broadband usage does not have a sizable economic impact.
Others, however, have a more holistic position in which everyone within
the community needs to be online. The Minnesota Department of
Employment and Economic Development (DEED) has awarded grants
totaling $19.4 million to help 17 Minnesota entities develop broadband
infrastructure in their communities. The awards will help serve 6,095
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households, 83 community institutions and 150 businesses in unserved
or underserved regions of the state.
Midsize businesses
Funds to build limited-reach networks can be within the reach of midsize
local companies. Dataseam is a Louisville, KY-based software and data
solutions company. In the past eight years they placed over 17,500
computers in Kentucky schools, engaged over 6,000 educators in
training and professional certifications and awarded over $1.8 million in
college scholarships. They worked with 167 participating schools and
three universities to transform the use of technology in public schools.
Prestonsburg, KY built a small outdoors Wi-Fi network several years ago
as part of an effort to revitalize the downtown area, and needed more
funds to expand the network. City officials told Dataseam they only had
$30,000 for a network services and the company decided to match it.
They’re local, so they also gave the city equipment that the community
uses during the day and the company uses at night.
Prestonsburg found that partnerships with private and nonprofit firms
not only help you execute economic development programs more
effectively, they are also critical for securing grants that allow you to
expand your network infrastructure. Partnerships can make your grant
proposal more compelling. As with most economic development projects
that are integrated with broadband, grant proposals that demonstrate
and quantify the resulting creation of quality jobs that form an industry
are treated favorably.
This city, by the way, emphasizes the point that broadband projects
don’t have to be about large companies with lots of jobs in order to be
successful. Within three months of launching the network, 22 businesses
moved in, bringing 40–45 new jobs. This created a cyclical effect with
more people coming into downtown, which in turn attracts more
businesses. Resulting tax revenue in the first year of the program went
up $111,000, mostly through new business growth.
Commercial property owners
In 2007, Santa Monica, CA was experiencing a severe increase in office
building vacancy rates. Rental costs were high, the telecommunication
infrastructure was not very robust, and with only one major service
provider in the area, there was no incentive to drive better or cheaper
broadband services.
“In 2008, we started approaching property owners and tried to
encourage them to install fiber cabling into their buildings as a way to
entice people to move into these spaces,” states City CIO Jory Wolf.
“They were not receptive to us initially. It was an added expense at a
bad time, plus we couldn’t show them proof that having fiber would
make a difference to potential tenants.”
Santa Monica’s city manager felt they had limited options to offer
property owners since lowering owners’ taxes could nullify whatever the
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city would earn from owners adding tenants. Lowering other fees that
property owners are charged would have a similar effect. Yet, believing
that the demand for broadband was much greater than property owners
realized, the city manager put an offer on the table.
“We offered to heavily discount the cost of installing, operating and
maintaining 10-gigabit fiber infrastructure into buildings if the owners
would pass that savings directly to potential tenants and aggressively
market the offer,” explains Wolf. He and his staff continuously worked
on their audience until they started taking the offer. It helped a lot when
property owners found others were filling up their vacant units within
two to three months after fiber was lit in a building. Currently, the
broadband amenity boosts occupancy even before the fiber installation is
complete.
Universities
Case Western Reserve University in Cleveland and the City of Cleveland
undertook a joint effort called OneCommunity to build out a fiber-optic
network to local institutions, such as schools, hospitals, museums and
libraries. The project eventually connected more than 1,500 facilities.
Those leading the effort decided to add another level by building out a
gigabit capacity to neighborhoods surrounding the university. It’s part of
an experiment to see whether ultra fast Internet connections can help
communities become healthier, better educated and more sustainable.
A number of college towns have decided to try their hand at gigabitdriven urban development. There is often the potential or actual bond
between the local colleges and their local governments that can develop
into innovative projects that improve the economy of the area and
overall quality of life.
Home-based businesses, personal economic development
It can be difficult gauging broadband’s impact on sole proprietors who
run a business from their home. A number of states and cities don’t
require business licenses, and otherwise there aren’t tracking records
other than state and federal income tax filings. Individuals that have a
business interest as a part-time endeavor keep things very much
undercover until the business is up and running. So it’s hard to target –
or track the performance of – entrepreneurs with a broadband build-out
at their fingertips.
When it comes to individuals using broadband to find better jobs, pursue
training online that prepares them for job advancement or facilitate
telecommuting, it is even more difficult to track progress.
It is very much a qualitative exercise to make the business case to
potential funders without doing extensive survey work and extrapolation
of data. Communities subsequently must build a case for the building a
network and offering residential service, and hope entrepreneurs and
self-motivated individuals will add some unknown economic impact. Or,
as quite a few communities have done, they build their own network for
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businesses only while leaving it up to private-sector service providers to
take care of residences.
To win over prospective funders, entrepreneurial ventures and personal
economic development should be added to the other outcomes (e.g.
improving education, access to better healthcare) as reasons to build a
residential network. You can collect and present data that strengthens
your case, but I think that in the end you will have fewer fence sitters if
you build a comprehensive set of outcomes.
Ever hear of an economic development fundraiser?
One of the best kept secrets in the community broadband world is the
process called economic development fundraising. That’s really one of
the main lessons this report teaches – how to raise money for a project
(broadband infrastructure) that has significant economic development
outcomes, among other benefits.
The premise behind the activities presented here is that you should view
any community project that improves economic development, education
and healthcare delivery directly and indirectly, as a business venture.
Some “x” amount of money goes into the venture. When the investment
is successful, the return on the investment (ROI) is more revenue, more
jobs, a more skilled workforce, smarter students, improved healthcare
infrastructure, etc.
If municipal budgets, bond financing and traditional financing are not
available or practical for supporting the project, then you turn to those in
the community with capital and the greatest stake in the project’s
success. Since a network offering services to constituents is a revenuegenerating business, there is potential for a direct financial return via the
network. But remember, for organizations and individuals committed to
the ROI described, either civic duty, organization mission statement or
practical self-interest will drive their willingness to invest.
Create a base of strong lead investors.
National Community Development Services, Inc. (NCDS) specializes in
boosting the economic health of communities through economic
development fundraising. CEO Tom DiFiore explains, “Most successful
fundraising campaigns for community and economic development
initiatives usually adhere to four core principles:
1. It’s about the community’s needs–not the organization’s needs. So
you make the community and the benefits they’ll receive from
broadband the focus of the fundraising campaign, not the
organization.
2. It’s much easier to raise big money for specific initiatives and projects
[Internet-driven solutions, digital inclusion, workforce retraining
programs, improving healthcare delivery] than it is to fund an
“organizational budget.” No one is interested in ensuring an income
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stream for an organization. They want outcomes in the community–
not ‘activity.’
3. What they help write, they will help underwrite. Key stakeholders and
funders must have a sense of ownership in the initiative being funded.
The best way to achieve that is to involve them during planning and
development.
4. The initiative must be relevant to the community’s needs and
opportunities; there must be measurable goals that define progress
and success; and the leaders of the organization/initiative must be
accountable to the investors.”

Get schooled on education to drive fundraising
One thing about broadband and its impact on education and healthcare
delivery is that it’s easy to define the benefits in these areas. Even for
people who don’t have kids in school, they understand that high-speed
Internet is critical for successful learning as well as teaching. And just
about everyone has experienced receiving healthcare either for
themselves, a family member or friends.
If you review all of the types of potential investors listed previously,
you’ll find some of them could be potential funders of broadband for
educational objectives. Even the organizations that are devoted
exclusively to economic development can see the economic impact of
wiring a town for broadband to facilitate education.
Broadband-assisted education can be a main feature that attracts new
companies or retaining businesses, no matter what the size of the
company may be. Anyone who has or plans to have children want to
know that there will be quality education in town. Business owners want
to be sure that students graduating from high school or college are well
prepared to come into the workforce. It’s also a real value-add if a town
has broadband capacity that can facilitate distance learning so both
management and workers are performing better.
Snag the low-hanging fruit
One vital piece of information that every needs assessment should
uncover is what Federal, state, nonprofit and foundation-sponsored
education grants are available that can facilitate broadband network
deployments. These may be grants specifically for broadband, or grants
that can you can re-purpose for broadband in the same way the
Department of Transportation funded Columbus’ fiber for their traffic
lights.
A surprising numbers of broadband stakeholders may not be aware if
their school districts are eligible for the FCC’s e-Rate grant program. This
program funds providers to build broadband that service K-12 facilities
and libraries. The FCC reformed the program so communities can access
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the FCC-built networks when school isn’t in session. New FCC e-Rate
reforms are expected to open up eligibility of municipal and public utility
networks even further.
Stakeholders need to inform themselves about e-Rate, whether or not
your town currently is receiving e-Rate funds, and if there are similar or
complementary programs at the state level. Learn if your state makes it
easy or difficult to get the type of certifications the FCC requires of their
e-Rate recipients. Getting your community network eligible for e-Rate is
an extensive process, with some cities such as Danville reporting that
they spent a year with their process. You want to begin working on this
before you even start putting fiber in the ground.
Regardless of whether a state has a law barring municipal or public
utility networks, many broadband-funding programs for education have a
subtle restriction with huge impact. Recognizing the need for adequate
infrastructure to support computer-based assessments, California’s
Governor Brown included $26,689,000 (Senate Bill 852) in one-time
funding in the 2014-15 budget to support broadband infrastructure
improvement grants. However, indications are that only private-sector
providers will be eligible to supply the hardware and services to the
eligible schools. Community networks could be shut out of the process.
As a long-term strategy for getting more money for broadband-assisted
education, city and county governments need to lobby for rules
governing broadband funds that are clear of unreasonable restrictions on
local government, public utility and co-op networks. This includes
restrictions that are not logical or practical given the nature of how
public entities operate. Several agencies are experimenting with new
rules that give community networks a fair chance to qualify for these
types of grants. Expect resistance to moving these restrictions in states
where incumbents do their best to limit or eliminate any sign of
competition.
Similar lobbying must be done at the state level as well. The California
state legislature a year ago made available broadband funds that
municipalities were eligible to receive. However, several legislators
openly complained about the tedious hurdles that cities had to overcome
to be able to receive those funds.
Tapping additional sources
Communities can do some brainstorming with the ideas presented in the
economic development section. Here are who potential avenues for
securing funds. The first is by prospecting for funds within the education
technology industry. The second avenue to finding potential fund is to
reduce the size of your broadband budget.
Education technology companies
Communities that are assessing the landscape in search of potential
funders should examine local and national entities that provide money
for education technology or for any educational outcome that broadband
can assist. Both state and local school administrators are rolling out new
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technologies out to students and teachers. However, some rural
neighborhoods or entire towns don’t have the Internet capacity many of
these technologies need to reach their potential.
The administrators as well as education technology companies have a
vested interest in making sure they fund or facilitate the funding for
community broadband. Your broadband team and the elected city
officials should be exploring opportunities for partnerships between your
community and these companies. A case can be made that funding
broadband infrastructure will make the distribution, customer service and
upgrades more efficient for K-12 institutions. Software designed to
facilitate collaboration between students, teachers and parents can also
get a boost.
Leveraging education to reduce FTTH costs
Once you know you have funds to put conduit (the pipes through which
fiber is run) in, determine if you have room in the conduit and the
budget to add fiber lines to whatever fiber you already need for the
schools. With a good engineering design firm, can it pass a significant
number of houses? Factor in private as well as public schools, with the
private schools contributing some money to the network.
If the schools, for example, only need 10 fiber strands to meet their
broadband needs but the conduit is thick enough to hold 96 strands, lay
in 48 strands to provide broadband to both the schools and homes. It’s
more economical to expand a grant-funded network to cover a large
number of homes than to pay to build separate networks for the schools
and for the residents. Or you might want to design the network so that
many of the larger businesses as well as the schools are passed, then
run 72 fiber strands through the conduit. Subsequently, your conduit
covers more homes, and your businesses add to the revenue stream.

Funds for broadband-assisted healthcare, medical care delivery
I often comment that using broadband-assisted healthcare and medical
services delivery is the “sleeper” killer app. We have only just begun to
scratch the surface of telemedicine.
Sure, we are meeting the need to connect doctors and other healthcare
professionals within and to medical facilities, and hospitals are finding
beneficial electronic medical record (EMR) software solutions. But an
array of software, medical treatments, devices, telemedicine
technologies and patient management processes are on the horizon
waiting for changes in government policies, insurance reform and
medical professionals adopting technologies. And more broadband
networks.
As barriers and challenges to telemedicine adoption are overcome and
peoples’ demand for improvements to healthcare increase, the demand
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for better, faster broadband that reaches more communities will
increase. Dr. Nizan Friedman is CEO and Co-Founder of Flint, a maker of
devices that assist stroke patients, believes broadband has particular
value in small rural communities because it bridges the gap to
knowledge, medical or otherwise. “People can access and use
applications such as ours,” he says. “Patients can tap into expertise
leading medical facilities in the country are using. Furthermore, with sites
such as Twitter and Facebook, collaboration and motivation between
patients is now possible. It all helps the healing.”
Broadband-assisted healthcare and medical service delivery is more then
a quality of life issue. A community that has its medical facilities linked
via high-speed Internet to the best knowledge and resources in the
country definitely will score higher in the Relocation Sweepstakes.
Business owners know their workforce will be healthier, happier and
more productive when the medical resources are top-notch. Employees
that have elderly parents will be distracted less if they can use
broadband and video to keep up with those parents.
Don’t miss the low-hanging fruit for healthcare either
As I have said throughout this report, define the broadband need and
then find those entities that provide money to help resolve the need. In
reviewing the current and potential state of healthcare, the “needs” part
of this equation is rather substantial. While economic development
overwhelms the discussion of broadband, healthcare is an equally or
greater emotional concern, and emotion drives its fair share of
investments. Luckily for broadband teams, there are a lot of people and
organizations lined up and willing to invest in healthcare.
School administrators are not the only ones that are inadvertently left
out of certain Federal broadband bonanzas. The FCC, through its twoyear-old Rural Health Care Program, has allocated $400 million annually
which has yet to be committed, much less spent. While there is no cap
on projects or applicants, there is a $150M cap for upfront payments and
multi-year commitments. Healthcare providers (HCPs) either stand-alone
or as part of a consortium are eligible for the grant.
On the one hand, some will say that the FCC needs to be more
aggressive in its promotion of the program. Conversely, others may
argue that a lot of communities are clearly aware of their need for better
broadband, so how can there not be a line at the door of the FCC and
stretching around the block. FCC is not the only Federal agency with
grant programs to facilitate broadband deployment, either for healthcare
or for other purposes.
Research organizations are where the money is
Conducting a Yahoo search for "foundation funding for medical
technology" turned up several pages of the results, including this page
produced by the National Institutes of Health. It lists dozens of links to
federal agencies, foundations and other organizations that offer grants
for various types of medical research. Here are several samples.
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“The Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ)… interested in
funding a diverse set of projects that develop, test and evaluate various
simulation approaches for the purpose of improving the safe delivery of
health care.”
“National Institutes of Health… purpose of this funding opportunity
announcement is to encourage collaborations between the life and
physical sciences that apply a multidisciplinary bioengineering approach
to the solution of a biomedical problem.”
“The Josiah Macy Jr. Foundation is dedicated to improving the health of
the public by advancing the education and training of health
professionals. Our grant making is focused primarily [to] demonstrate or
encourage interprofessional education and teamwork among health care
professionals, and improve education for the care of underserved
populations.”
“The Colorado Trust is a health foundation dedicated to ending
inequalities that affect racial, ethnic, low-income and other vulnerable
populations.”
Of course, you’ll have to do a lot of hunting through these various
organizations’ descriptions and grant parameters to create your shortlist
of potential winners. Here are a couple tips for how to justify the
inclusion of cost for broadband infrastructure in these proposals.
Number of these grants involves gathering, sorting correlating and
delivering data to the granting organization. There’s nothing like
broadband for moving mountains of data. The stakeholders running a
network called OpenCape in Cope Cod, MA, had considered applying for
a grant that was being offered for a $100 million data-intensive project.
The deadline for the grant passed before the network was completed,
but winning such large grant could have provided leverage for financing
the network.
Medical research often includes simulation, 3-D printing, laser optics or
intensive if-then analysis, which requires access bandwidth to execute.
Consider a presentation with potential grant makers or investors in which
you layout a credible picture of using broadband, commercial real estate,
nearby colleges and appropriate technologies to make your community a
research center.
Are there geographical, environmental or demographic considerations
that make your community a potential research test bed if you can build
broadband to facilitate data gathering? For example, does climate
change impact on the community’s health? Does increased
communication with relatives in other locations improve local seniors’
health? Does did geography and environmental conditions improve or
hinder recovery after accidents or heart attacks?
There are grants available for researching just about every health issue.
However, as with many of the tactics presented in this report, this is not
a “get rich quick” scheme. If you have a funding source that will write
you a check for the entire network build out, that might be your
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preferred option. But if you don’t have a lot of options, or the powersthat-be only have eyes for generating business customers for your
network, then using broadband to facilitate medical research as a way to
fire up potential funders makes sense.
Broadband extends hospitals into homes
Currently there are frequent news reports about broadband making it
easier to care for older relatives by enabling them to live and be
productive in their own home rather than an assistant living facility.
Broadband access connects a person by video to family and friends.
Medical professionals can monitor and administer a person’s health or
dispatch emergency personnel during a crisis. But what if we expand the
use of broadband in all aspects of healthcare?
Some routine and preventative healthcare could be possible through
doctor visits via video. Patient, from newborn to elderly, could have
initial examinations by high definition video to determine what should be
the next course of action. Family and friends not living in the area, or
who can come by only after work, can visit online with a patient who in
the hospitals. Patients can improve rehab and recovery using Internetbased software to access medical personnel, online content and patientto-patient collaboration.
Once you paint a picture of broadband-facilitated healthcare, what are
the kinds of entities that will make grants and other financial assistance
available for building the infrastructure? The town’s biggest employers
are possible funders. Hospitals themselves might see the value, either as
a marketing tool to get loyal repeat customers or as a way to managing
operations cost. You can develop a proposal for any number of state and
local agencies, foundations, or associations.
Elected officials who understand the appeal of improved healthcare may
persuade commercial developers and real estate companies to build
infrastructure throughout residential and maybe even commercial
facilities. Some visionaries may see broadband-driven healthcare as the
first step toward creating a “smart city.” Although smart cities are a
concept not fully fleshed out yet, a town full of smart homes that are
able to detect a heart attack and administer some level of medical care
should grab some civic-minded investors’ attention.
Something old, something new
It’s possible that marrying “old school” advertising techniques with new
age technology could lead to a solution for financing broadband
infrastructure. But it does require some more out-of-the-box thinking.
From a budgetary standpoint, the cost for operating an infrastructure
that integrates residences with local hospitals in a closed network (an
intranet) is much less than building connections with the public Internet.
An intranet in this case only connects people and things within the
community. You don’t have the costs (which can be substantial) or the
data traffic jams of communicating with the public Internet. In fact,
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much of the infrastructure could be wireless technology with strong
security, which cost less then fiber networks.
With a closed-network infrastructure dedicated to healthcare, consider
selling sponsorships or advertising to healthcare industry companies:
pharmaceuticals, medical device manufacturers, medical services,
insurance companies, etc. For example, a sponsorship arrangement may
involve providing preventative healthcare tips a content website just for
the community, and a company splash page that residents see they first
enter the intranet.
A healthcare intranet can be an extension of a broadband network built
for the business or the education communities (K-12 or college), or it
could be the launch pad to building infrastructure for businesses, schools
and residences. Or it can be considered a standalone project. In any
scenario, that intranet can be a key element of a pitch to potential
funders.

What about the need to simply be connected
Some communities find that their needs can’t fit neatly into a category,
such as such as education or broadband-assisted healthcare. For other
communities, their economic development goal consists of maintaining
the status quo. Sebewaing, MI is one of those towns. Their public utility,
Sebewaing Light and Water (SLW), has built a gigabit network for the
community. SLW Superintendent Melanie McCoy this says that theirs is a
developed community of 1,800 residents and they feel they have
everything they need in terms of businesses. Building a network,
however, retains local companies that otherwise might move away.
McCoy likes to joke that her town it is very boring, they don’t have grand
visions of becoming the next Chattanooga. There are communities that
believe connectivity at fast speeds is its own just reward. But that begs
the question, how do you find investors if you’re not embarking on
broadband to meet a popular need? Maybe you have turn to the
everyday people of the community to be your funders.
“One really unique financing strategy for rural communities would be the
crowdfunding model seen in states such as Vermont,’ observes BawtreeJobson. “I’ve been really impressed by its success, though much like the
tax-backed model of some infrastructure projects, issues with trying to
replicate crowdfunding and scaling it mean it isn’t quite the golden bullet
for financing networks either.
In Vermont, 23 town governments created ECFiber, an LLC nonprofit
corporation. No tax dollars went into ECFiber. Instead, ECFiber offered
tax-exempt 15-year $2,500 promissory notes that effectively earn
constituents 6 percent interest. The approximately 50,000 people in
these towns raised over $900,000 in 2011 to begin an initial buildout
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covering 26 miles. To finish the network and bring connections to
people’s doorsteps, ECFiber did additional fundraising rounds. For
example, the town of Barnard with 386 households generated $350,000
to continue building out the network in their area.
The network financing models in which individual constituents play a
direct role in the financing of the infrastructure have gone through a
metamorphosis over the last few years with various levels of success.

The SiFi Networks FiberCity™ model offers a low-risk means for
municipalities to own their own broadband infrastructure. There are no
tax increases. Instead the city enters into a long-term lease with SiFi
Networks. A city then sells access to the network at a wholesale rate to
ISPs. For its part, the company brings all the partners to the table and
takes on the development, design, construction, operational, investment
and debt risk.
We will hear more about these types of arrangements in the upcoming
months. As we have seen throughout this report, there are a variety of
broadband fundraising options and this is good. Difference communities
have different needs and these needs are often evolving. Individual
communities will go alone, and there will be regional and statewide
broadband projects. As a result, there will be a lot of experimentation
with ways to finance these efforts. As long as sound financial and
business management principals are adhered to, keep thinking outside of
the box.
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Federal Agencies that Fund Broadband Projects
There are there are several federal agencies that offer funding for
broadband projects, including deployment, public access, adoption, and
planning initiatives. Besides the usual suspects (e.g. FCC, UDSA), there
are agencies such as the Department of Transportation that will
entertain proposals that further their missions and happen to include
funding for broadband infrastructure.
You have to actively search through the federal government’s
departments and agencies as you develop your needs assessment to
keep up-to-date’s with requirements and deadlines. Many of the
programs are briefly discussed below. However, those that target
broadband expansion (and are currently active) are Community Connect
(USDA), Farm Bill Broadband Loans (USDA), Telecommunications Loans
(USDA), DLT Loans and Grants (USDA), and all the FCC programs.
The National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA)
has published a guide that provides additional information.
U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA). Multiple telecom
programs within the Rural Utilities Division:
!

Community Connect Broadband Grant Program. The most recent
funding cycle was announced in December 2014 and the application
period closed in February 2015. Public agencies, non-profits, and
private companies may apply; partnerships encouraged. Funds may
be used for broadband projects in eligible rural areas (although up to
10% of the award may be used for a community center within the
service area), as well as the cost of providing the service for two
years. A 15% match is required. Minimum grant amount will be
$100,000; maximum is $3,000,000. Total funding for program is
$10M.
The most recent round’s awards were announced in July 2015. In
Alaska, the Arctic Slope Telephone Association Cooperative, Inc. will
receive a $1.4 million grant to provide Point Hope subscribers with
high-speed internet service and prepare the network for an undersea
fiber connection currently planned for construction within the next two
years.
Minnesota’s Northeast Service Cooperative (NESC) will receive two $3
million grants for two projects to provide broadband service to
subscribers on the Fond du Lac Reservation. NESC will partner with
the Fond du Lac Band of Superior Chippewa. Oklahoma’s @Link
Services will receive a grant of nearly $1.5 million to provide highspeed broadband to homes, businesses and critical community
facilities in parts of Seminole County. Virginia’s Scott County
Telephone Cooperative will receive $2.1 million to build a broadband
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network with one gigabyte of bandwidth for 540 locations in
Dickenson County.
!

Distance Learning and Telemedicine (DLT) Loans and Grants.
Extremely competitive program awards between $50,000 and 500,000
in grants for telehealth equipment, including inside wiring. 15% match
required; more recommended by grant-writing consultant. Can also
offer loan-grant combinations or straight loans. Applications due
annually in July; current cycle awards not yet announced (as of
August 14, 2015). Total funding for program is $20 million.

!

Farm Bill Broadband Loans and Loan Guarantees. Applications due in
September. The program offers cost of money loans to broadband
projects in eligible rural areas. Applicants can be public agencies, nonprofits, or private businesses/corporations.

!

Telecommunications Infrastructure Loan Program For new
construction and upgrades of telephone and broadband service in
rural areas of less than 5,000 people. Public agencies, nonprofits, and
private companies may apply. Applications taken year-round. The
most recent round of awards was announced in July 2015; per the
press release:
“In Minnesota, a $12.63 million loan to Garden Valley Telephone will
include fiber and electronics upgrades to improve the system for rural
subscribers… [and] a $12.27 million loan to provide greater bandwidth
to subscribers, allowing delivery of enhanced services with network
upgrades, infrastructure additions and add a new fiber ring.
South Carolina’s FTC Communications will use a $12.38 million loan to
upgrade their wireless telecommunications network to 4G/LTE (LongTerm Evolution), meeting growing demand for reliable, higher speed
services.
In Montana, Triangle Telephone Cooperative Association will use a
$29.95 million loan to upgrade their system with fiber to supply
greater bandwidth to increase speed and the quality of service for
their rural Montana subscribers.
In Wisconsin, LaValle Telephone Cooperative will use $7.61 million to
deploy fiber and replace a switch to provide rural subscribers with
improved services, including voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) and
the flexibility to connect to Gigabit Ethernet and IP interfaces.”

!

Rural Investment Opportunity Program announced July 2014,
managed by Capitol Peak Asset Management and CoBank. Program
details not yet available, could involve multiple federal agencies, but
certainly exciting potential down the road.

USDA Rural Utilities Division, Community Connect and Distance
Learning and Telemedicine Programs
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Interview with Rocky Chenelle, USDA Telecom Program Field Rep
The maximum amount of the grants is $500,000 for Distance Learning
and Telemedicine Program and $3 million for Community Connect. Any
entity but private entities is eligible to apply for the programs.
Scoring of applications has both objective and subjective considerations.
Positive factors in the objective scoring include partnership with local
tribal entity, higher-than-required match, more rural/isolated area, and
high poverty rate (as measured by school lunch data). Subjective factors
include a wide range of local support (up to letters from Congressional
representatives) and clear demonstration of the need of the community.
On the negative side, applications that aren’t completely and accurately
filled out will not be considered. (About 40% of the most recent round of
DLT applications were ineligible.) Projects that are more like upgrading
or replacing equipment, as opposed to some sort of innovative (or at
least new to the area) approach tend to be lower scoring. It is not
necessarily a negative factor if the “hub site” is in an urban area as long
as the service area meets the rural criteria. A public-private partnership
“doesn’t hurt”, but it’s a subjective factor if anything. Partnerships with
other federal agencies also aren’t a big factor, since other federal funds
can’t be used as the match; however some projects successfully use
state funds as the match, and again, the higher the match the better the
score.
Community Connect is intended to fund projects that bring broadband
into an unserved/underserved area to benefit critical facilities (medical,
education, public safety), while Distance Learning and Telemedicine
targets telehealth very specifically.
The application period is usually open for about two months, and then
the review period is typically around five months, as in the most recent
round in 2015.
U.S. Department of Commerce, Economic Development
Administration - Public Works and Economic Assistance
Program. Relatively small grant program (annual allocation is $99M
nationally) targeted all infrastructure improvements; while broadband is
eligible, has to compete against every applicant. Average project award
is $1.4M (for all types of projects). Applications due in March and June
annually.
U.S. Department of Health & Human Services - Office of Rural
Health Policy. This agency has two programs, Telehealth Resource
Center grants and Telehealth Network grants, fund proposals that
develop sustainable telehealth programs and networks in rural areas.
Carlos Mena at HRSA indicated telehealth network grant program under
review and no new grant opportunities will be announced until 12/15 or
1/16.
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U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development.
!

ConnectHome initiative is a pilot program to improve Internet
adoption and user experience, leading to improved outcomes at
selected public housing sites in Albany, GA; Atlanta, GA; Baltimore,
MD; Baton Rouge, LA; Boston, MA; Camden, NJ; Choctaw Nation, OK;
Cleveland, OH; Denver, CO; Durham, NC; Fresno, CA; Kansas City,
MO; Little Rock, AR; Los Angeles, CA; Macon, GA; Memphis, TN;
Meriden, CT; Nashville, TN; New Orleans, LA; NY, NY; Newark, NJ;
Philadelphia, PA; Rockford, IL; San Antonio, TX; Seattle, WA;
Springfield, MA; Tampa, FL; and Washington, DC. Sites just
announced earlier in 2015, not accepting additional applications
currently.

!

Choice Neighborhoods offers planning/implementation grants to do
needs assessment/small infrastructure projects (broadband is noted
as an eligible category) in HUD-served communities.

Another HUD program, Community Development Block Grants (CDBG)
(non-competitive, distributed based on formula) and a CDBG subprogram, Section 108 loan guarantee financing, could potentially be used
for broadband projects primarily benefiting low and moderate income
communities, although both programs are typically used mainly for
housing related projects. Nothing in their authorization precludes it but
would be determined by local needs. Broadband planning and sharing of
best practices also noted online as HUD priorities.
U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs Indian Loan Guarantee Program. Up to 90% loan guarantee for
tribal projects that support local economic development.
Economic Development Administration (EDA) - Public Works
and Economic Assistance Program.

Interview with Tonia Williams, Regional Director (Acting), Philadelphia
Regional Office
This is a highly sought-after source of funding and broadband is only one
of the eligible uses, so it’s not a likely funder. The program nationally
has $99 million, and the average award is $1.4 million. There is generally
a 50% match required, with some flexibility for distressed communities.
Public agencies, educational institutions, and non-profits are eligible for
an award.
Projects that are basically shovel-ready, with legal clearance and
environmental clearance are more likely to get favorably scored. The
EDA only funds projects that are stand-alone in themselves, even if in
the big picture they are part of a larger projects - for example, wouldn’t
fund a “phase one” of something.
They often partner with other agencies as match for their funds
(particularly ARC in the Eastern district).
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Projects have to meet local economic development goals as defined in
regional plans. The application deadlines are in March and June. Staff
reviews and approves (or denies) them, then the approved projects are
part of the requested federal budget (although the Sept. 30 deadline is
often missed); however, staff earlier gives communities notice if they are
included in the budget request.
Federal Communications Commission (FCC).

Interview with Ryan B Palmer, Chief, Wireline Competition Bureau,
Telecommunications Access Policy Division
!

Connect America fund (a rethinking of the Universal Service Fund)
now in Phase II. Transformation of cost models, funding to providers
for infrastructure in hard-to-reach/high cost markets. Currently
underway with carriers under 8/27 deadline to accept the FCC’s
offers, with a later auction to be held to cover areas that weren’t
initially included. Not likely to run out of funds but there’s a reserve
account just in case.

!

Rural Broadband Experiment a small-scale ($100M) pilot to try an
auction; selected bidders announced/finalized 8/7/15.

!

E-rate modernization newly underway, offering discounts between 2090% for schools and libraries’ broadband connections and services,
with annual funding of $3.9B, but does not extend to broadband
projects beyond the applicant’s site(s). The modernization is so new
that they are not in an evaluation phase as of yet. Not a competitive
program in that once applicants have successfully completed the
rigorous application process, they will get funding. Funds are not likely
to run out due to the way the program has been calibrated.

!

Lifeline expansion/redefinition to include broadband services a
priority, and under consideration by FCC currently. Comments are due
by Sept. 30 on a draft proposal. The FCC’s chairman has told
Congress a plan will be to it (Congress) by the end of year, but that
may slip to early 2016. The Low Income Broadband Pilot program
used Lifeline funds as a subsidy directly to carriers: there were 14
projects with various carriers in 21 states, two reservations, and
Puerto Rico, in total affecting approximately 10,000 low-income
consumers. The pilot was completed in 2014, with a summary
available on the FCC website.

!

Mobility Fund and Tribal Mobility Fund, was one-time subsidies, via
auction, announced in 2012-13 for ETCs offering 3G-4G service in
underserved communities or tribal communities.
Healthcare Connect Fund. (Interview with Maura Duffy, Assistant
Program Analyst, Rural Health Care Program, Universal Service
Administrative Company (USAC)) This FCC program supports
healthcare providers in rural areas to have high-speed broadband
connectivity. They want the communities they fund to have 35%
award amount matched with funding from other sources. The
program encourages consortia but individual applicants are OK. Fund
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opened in 2013 with funding available in 2014, and has up to $400
million annually (with $50 million reserved for the SNF Pilot). It is part
of the Rural Health Care division, which has two other programs,
Telecommunications (most of its program area replaced by Healthcare
Connect, leaving only service subsidies), and a pilot program for
regional networks (not accepting new applications as the projects
move over to funding from Healthcare Connect).
This is an FCC-funded program administered by the Universal Service
Administrative Company, a corporation that exists to administer the
FCC’s universal service programs. Healthcare Connect (HC) program
covers almost anything related to connectivity for telehealth purposes,
from the monthly phone bill to new construction. The FCC has
allocated $400 million annually which has yet to be committed, much
less spent, annually (program is two years old). While there is no cap
on projects or applicants, there is a $150 million cap for upfront
payments and multi-year commitments. The program will pay up to
65% of the project cost.
Healthcare providers (HCPs) are eligible to apply, either stand-alone
or as part of a consortium. Eligible individual HCPs must be rural
public or nonprofit HCPs. Consortia may be comprised of both rural
and non-rural HCPs if rural HCPs are more than 50% of the group.
The program is non-competitive: as long as the HCP meets the
requirements in the application, it will be funded. If in the future the
grants become competitive, the FCC will provide direction about
scoring priorities.
The typical application process has about a two month turnaround.
!

Skilled Nursing Facility (SNF) Pilot Program. Up to $50M over three
years, supposed to have begun in 2014 along with Healthcare
Connect, just for improved broadband for telehealth at SNFs (which
are otherwise ineligible for the Healthcare Connect Fund). On hold.

Non-government organizations funding broadband
Below are a tiny, tiny sample of organizations that are funding
broadband projects, or may be funding broadband in the future.
Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS), Library
Services and Technology Act (LSTA) Funding. Non-competitive
funds allotted to each state per a population formula (the exception is
funds for the Pacific territories, which are awarded on a competitive
basis. Total pool for that in 2015 was approx. $600,000). For example,
California’s recent allotment was $15,000,000. There is a 34% match
required. Broadband definitely eligible expense. States must prepare
five-year plans for their use of LSTA funds. IMLS also administers the
Native American Library Services grant program, which provides annual
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small ($6-7K) grants to eligible tribes and related organizations for
library services that may include Internet connectivity.
Appalachian Regional Commission (ARC). Broadband projects in its
service area (420 counties which are in all or part of 13 Appalachian
states) are eligible for funding under Section 203 of its Act. Projects
come to ARC via the governors’ offices, because each state has its own
allocation. Hence the grants are not competitive on the multi-state level.
Sounds like the states generally have worked out their own priorities and
advanced the projects most likely to succeed.
In 2013-14, ARC funded a portion of Maryland’s Last Mile Wireless
Broadband Network. ARC has also funded broadband assessment studies
in MD and North Carolina since 2011. MD was well-placed to get funding
because 1) there are only 3 counties in the ARC area, so not too
competitive at the state level, and 2) it got BTOP money in ARRA to do a
big project. Its ARC projects have been the loose ends from that point
with discrete, funding filling the gaps.
Most of ARC’s grants are in the $100,000-$200,000 range, not enough to
build a network or lay fiber, but more likely a series of small applications
or projects. The local match has to be anywhere from 20-70%,
depending on how “distressed” the county is where the project will be
located. Recent telecom projects have been across the board in their
targets, with workforce development, telemedicine, and wireless last
mile all cited.
One exception to its funding limits: Kentucky recently got a special
allocation from Congress for a large statewide project that will be middle
mile facilities reaching every county in the state. ARC is funding $17M for
a share of the project within its service area. The total project is
anticipated to be $250-350M when complete. Mark DeFalco,
Telecommunications Initiative Manager.
Blandin Foundation. Minnesota-targeted modest broadband grants.
http://broadband.blandinfoundation.org/
Ford Foundation. Preparing to launch new initiatives & revise grantmaking processes in a new area “Internet Freedom”. Rules not yet
announced. Funded small broadband wireless connectivity project in
rural South Asia in 2012.
Foundation for Rural Service. Up to $5,000 for broadband adoption
projects in its service areas, supported by the local telco (industry
association-funded grants). Applications due 10/1/15.
Gates Foundation. No indication online of current grant-making in this
area, but there is precedence for funding projects related to libraries and
the Internet. They offered pre-BTOP support for five state library
systems increased connectivity (projects were finished in 2011-13) and
technical support for 14 other states’ libraries to apply for BTOP funds.
The Foundation mainly funds nonprofits and large public agencies.
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Conclusion
While it is true a number of communities may it difficult to fund these
broadband networks, all is far from lost. As long as they’re our creative
minds and a strong need for broadband, communities will continually
fine new ways two fun these projects.
Recently Renville and Sibley Counties in Minnesota created the RS Fiber
co-op to represent the rural communities’ communications interests. 10
communities in those counties decided in 2015 to sell General Obligation
bonds that they used to underwrite a loan to RS Fiber to have the co-op
build network covering both counties. They got constituent accrual for
the loan because they consider with this their economic development
strategy.
Where there is a strong broadband will, there often is a way to get a
network built. It may not be as quick has some constituents desire, but
each week it seems new community broadband networks are coming on
line to create new gigabit cities.
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About Our Sponsors

SiFi Networks is an international Fiber to the Home (FTTH) network
developer using dedicated innovative construction methods, financial
modeling and collaboration.
Once a qualified city decides that it would like to learn more about
becoming a FiberCity™ SiFi Networks begins to complete a feasibility
study. Working alongside the city and leading consultants to ensure that
the demand for fiber is great enough within the community to warrant
the delivery of a fiber optic network. If the feasibility study is positive
SiFi Networks and the city embark on a true public private partnership.
SiFi Networks funds, designs, builds and operates the network which will
be leased to the city on a long term agreement after which the city will
own the networks themselves. Qualified Internet Service Providers
contract with the city to purchase access to the network.
In short, the cities are able to benefit from truly future proofed FTTX
networks with significant revenue upside potential and minimal downside
risk. It’s a turnkey solution built upon a sustainable underlying business,
leading network design, technology, operations and maintenance and
excellent service provider partners.
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